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Summary 
A 1m x 1m test-pit was excavated on 9th and 10th July 2016 by Gamlingay Archaeology Group (GamArch) at 43 Fairfield, Gamlingay, 
Cambridgeshire. GamArch is an amateur group active within and around the parishes of Gamlingay and the Hatleys. The excavation – 
which only reached a depth of 50cm - produced low quantities of modern finds, a very few Medieval pot sherds and a single struck flint, 
all coming from a disturbed garden soil. 
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Figure 1: Location map showing the test-pit site (red dot inside a red 
circle) at Fairfield, Gamlingay.

Introduction

Location of site

The test-pit was excavated in the rear garden of a house 
situated toward the south-westerly edge of Gamlingay 
village. The house is modern built (c mid-1960’s) and 
the property sits within a former field whose 
boundaries remained largely unchanged from 1602 until 
post-WWII housing developments began. Prior to 
development the land had been in use as an orchard. It 
was hoped that excavation might inform as to previous 
use of the land at this location and in the area generally.

Geology and Topography

The bedrock geology underlying the site is Woburn 
Sands Formation over West Walton and Ampthill clay 
formations. Gamlingay soils are Bearsted I association 
(BGS 2001, 2016) which took the form of a slightly 
loamy sandy soil at site. The site sits at a height of about 
50m AOD and is situated some 250m south-west of the 
centre of Gamlingay, toward the periphery of the 
village. A very steep-cut ditch abuts the property along 
its westerly boundary and the ground at site slopes 
westerly to the ditch and beyond from there. 
Immediately to the south-west and south of the 
property the land slopes more steeply down to a 
tributary stream of Millbridge Brook, Gamlingay’s main 
watercourse (Doyle & Harris 2007). 



Archaeological and Historical Background

The Medieval village of Gamlingay is thought to have originated around a triangular green now built over and bounded by Church 
Street on the north, Stocks Lane on the south-east and Mill Street on the west. Before the conquest the village is thought to have been 
centred further east on the Station Road area as Saxon remains were discovered there in the 1990s (Murray and McDonald: 2006). 
Pre-Saxon Gamlingay is less well understood. On the basis of the curation and recycling of Roman materials at the Station Road Saxon 
site, it has been suggested there was a Roman villa somewhere within the vicinity of the Saxon site itself. For prehistoric times, aerial 
survey photography and interpretation indicates potential Neolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age sites to exist within the parish and its 
immediate locale. Worked flint finds dating from the Mesolithic onwards are not uncommon within the parish and a very few lithics 
from deeper prehistory have been found.
For the medieval period there exists much documentary evidence, particularly from 1279 onwards, most of which comes from the 
archives of the Merton estate. In 1260 Walter de Merton founded Merton College, Oxford and gave much of his land in Gamlingay to 
the College, an amount of which it retains to this day. Prior to a devastating fire in 1600 – the ‘Great Fire’ - the village was divided into 
three manors. These were the manors of Merton and Avenels, both centrally located, and the manor of Woodbury to the west of the 
village. Avenels, the main medieval manor, passed to Merton College in 1599. Shortly afterwards in 1602 Merton commissioned 
Thomas Langdon to survey and map its Gamlingay estate. The highly detailed maps Langdon produced in 1602 provide important 
evidence of the topography of the village in this period (Clarke 2004: 3).
Recorded archaeology near to the site consists of a single ditch terminus, containing Saxo-Norman pottery and quern stone fragments. 
These were found during an archaeological evaluation conducted on an area of land centred on TL234 529, which is about 130m 
south-west of the test-pit. Undated ditches, small pits and a hearth – possibly Saxo-Norman - were also recorded there and a 
smattering of medieval, post-medieval and modern finds came from the same area. In the western part of the site, adjacent to a 
stream, post-medieval reclamation and landscaping layers were observed (CHER MCB17802). Similarly, adjacent to the stream, a much 
disturbed garden soil recorded at a test-pit some 100m further upstream was taken to represent evidence of landscaping/land 
reclamation. High quantities of Medieval pottery and some modern finds came from the same site (MCB20912).
The test-pit site is within a former field named Grove Close on the Langdon map. Its boundaries on cartographic sources show several 
changes from 1886 onwards. There is no cartographic or documentary evidence of dwellings or structures within the former Grove 
Close until post-WWII times (Doyle & Harris 2007).

Prior to modern boundary changes Gamlingay was the largest village in Cambridgeshire and it remains one of the largest to this day. The Medieval village of Gamlingay is 
thought to have originated around a triangular green now built over and bounded by Church Street on the north, Stocks Lane on the south-east and Mill Street on the 
west. Before the conquest the village is thought to have been centred further east on the Station Road area as Saxon remains were discovered there in the 1990s (Murray 
and  amount of 



Aims and Methodology

Aims

It was envisaged that the results of this test-pit would further our understanding of use of the land nearby and at parish-scale level.

Methodology

In consultation with the land owner a suitable location for the test-pit was chosen such that it would avoid power lines and be as far 
away from structures and trees as was possible. The test-pit location was recorded by a handheld Garmin 60CSx GPS unit. To protect 
the lawn, tarpaulins were laid down around the test-pit and in the area of the spoil heap.
A 1m x 1m square was pegged out and de-turfed and the turfs stacked away from the pit ready for backfilling. The pit was excavated by 
hand using mattocks and trowels. Spoil was screened for finds using 10mm mesh sieves. Heavier spoil such as clay was hand searched 
for finds. Due to time constraints and a shortage of volunteers the natural was not reached, the excavated depth reached was 50cms. 
Finds were cleaned on-site and bagged and labelled according to their context. The excavation was recorded in a field notebook and by 
digital photography.
At the end of the excavation the pit was backfilled and the turf replaced, lightly watered and tamped into place. Finds were securely 
stored at the home of a GamArch member where they were later sorted, analysed and identified. A report of the excavation was 
prepared, collaboratively edited by GamArch members and then sent on to Cambridgeshire Historic Environment Record (CHER). Finds 
were returned to the land owner together with a copy of the report.



Results

Introduction

The test-pit was excavated to a maximum depth of 50cm below the turf but did not reach the natural. Excavation ceased due to time 
constraints and a shortage of volunteers.

The excavation records 0.11m of a black-brown loam garden topsoil (101) overlaying 0.39m of an orange-brown sandy subsoil (102) at 
the surface of which was a dark-brown silty soil (103) containing charcoal lumps and flecks. Context 103 extended patchily more than 
mid-way across the pit running east-west before disappearing. A shallow spread of similar soil (104) at a depth of 35cm was noted. As 
with (103), context 104 ran east-west across the pit. Toward the close of the dig, beneath (104), two very small areas of a charcoal 
flecked soil were observed in section at the base of the west facing profile.

Modern CBM and modern small finds came from all contexts and from all levels, top to bottom, of the pit. A very few Medieval finds 
came from (102), one of which was from a level higher than (104) and a single Medieval find came from (104). A piece of worked or 
waste flint came from (102) but the depth at which it was found within context 102 is uncertain. Some of the brick remnants within 
the CBM content of (104) were noticeably larger than any elsewhere in the pit. Modern pottery came from all levels. Some modern 
(post-1850) CBM and two modern pottery finds came from (202) at its lowest levels, beneath (104).

Finds Summary

The total number of finds from the test-pit was 61. Most of the finds, 48 of them, were either CBM or pottery and apart from 1 
prehistoric struck or worked flint, no finds date to earlier than the Medieval period. The Medieval finds consisted of four pottery 
sherds. All of the other 57 finds were modern. CBM and pottery comprised 44 of these modern finds. Other finds consisted of smaller 
quantities of glass (5 finds) and cinder (4 finds) and single finds of a clay tobacco pipe stem, slate, worked/struck flint and a very small 
piece of coal. Some slivers of plastic from the topsoil were not counted or retained.

Finds were appraised and dated on the basis of our own (GamArch) knowledge and experience and by reference to our own 
reference set of finds materials. The GamArch reference set consists of professionally appraised/dated pottery and CBM finds, the 
finds all coming from previous GamArch fieldwalking and test-pitting exercises.

Details of the finds and an explanation of abbreviations of terms used in describing them can be found in Appendix 1.



Discussion and Conclusions
The spatial positioning of older (Medieval) finds above and within context (104) and the modern finds beneath (104) suggests (102) is a 
disturbed soil. The date of the disturbance would predate (104). Although the finds of CBM together with a deal of charcoal in (103) and 
(104) might well represent disruptive events there is no evidence of either context being anything other than surface spreads, they do
not appear to have cut or churned the soil and cannot, therefore, explain the disturbed subsoil.

The spreads could have come 
about as a consequence of a 
number of activities and 
events  e.g. land clearance, 
garden bonfires and so on.
Regarding how and why the 
finds excavated became 
incorporated within the soils 
of the test-pit, the history of 
the land can help here and 
Figures 2 to 5 run through 
the history as recorded by 
cartographic sources.
At the time of Langdon's  
mapping of Gamlingay in 
1602 the test-pit site’s 
location was in a large field 
named then as Grove Close 
(see Figure2). Beyond  its 
substantial eastern boundary 
are the long east-west plots 
behind the dwellings on Mill 
Street. The street can be 
seen running north - south 
on the map.     Figure 2: Location of the test-pit overlayed on the Langdon map, circa 1602.



By 1888 the boundaries of 
Grove Close had changed 
(see Figure 3).

The boundary to the east (a 
hedge?) of Grove Close has 
gone as have most of the 
long plots of Mill Street. 
The dig site now sits within 
an enlarged area of land 
most of which is put down 
to orchard.

A new tree-lined ditch(?) 
boundary appears a little to 
the west of the Close's 
former eastern boundary, 
effectively dividing the old 
field into two. This latter 
boundary still marks the 
westerly edge of the house 
plot within which the dig 
took place.

Figure 3: Location of the test-pit overlayed on OS mapping , circa 1886.



By 1902 (see Figure 4) the 
former boundary to the east 
has reappeared but this time 
as a fence rather than a hedge.

The ditch on the site's western 
boundary, now given a 
direction of flow arrow by the 
OS, has lost its trees and 
become straightened, perhaps 
resembling the deeply cut and 
steeply banked drainage ditch 
we see today.

Over to the west the former 
Grove Close is now divided 
into two parts, north and 
south. 

Figure 4: Location of the test-pit overlayed on OS mapping, circa 1902.



In 1947 (Figure 5) the land 
between the orchard and 
the deep cut ditch had also 
become divided into two, 
north and south.

At this stage we have no 
further readily accessible 
maps and must rely on local 
knowledge to inform as to 
the site's land history 
post-1947.

At site there were old apple 
trees between the dig and 
the western boundary and 
according to the owners the 
trees were part of the 
former orchard depicted on 
the OS maps. The orchard 
therefore expanded further 
west post-1947.

Figure 5: Location of the test-pit overlayed on OS mapping, circa 1947.

The owners also relate that when the ditch on their western boundary is cleared out worked flints have occasionally been found. It would 
be interesting to know if this happens again. For now, though, the single flint from the test-pit is the only evidence we have for prehistoric 
activity in the immediate area of the excavation. It's a scrappy, small piece and  probably waste from the making of a tool.



With no  map evidence for buildings at any time between the end of the Medieval c1600 and 1947, the history of the fields and land at 
and around site prior to housing development appears to be an entirely agricultural affair. The very few Medieval pottery sherds 
coming from the dig indicate the land had rarely been used for arable. Pottery and household waste then (and now) was deliberately 
added to the kitchen midden for later spreading on the land, supplementing the animal manure used as fertiliser. Too few sherds were 
recovered to suggest a regular arable regime. The agriculture around the site was very likely put to use as pasture from at least 1600 
and afterwards, by 1886 at the latest, used for horticulture. The modern pottery finds are all post-1850 and most if not all would be 
1900 at the earliest. Given that apple trees require fertiliser, modern pottery may have made its way into the soil as part of some sort 
of fertiliser input during the site's use as an orchard.

With no buildings recorded around the site it is impossible to suggest where the CBM and other finds came from, except to say that 
context 104 in particular had noticeable amounts of larger CBM in it. As has been noted, the subsoil (102) is a disturbed soil and (103) 
and (104) occurred on it and must therefore post-date the disturbance. Going further than offering a simple relative dating of the 
contexts is not possible. Those dates would be (101) most recent, (103) recent, (104) older, (102) oldest.
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Appendix 1 -  Finds list 

context context  description 
find 
type find description 

estimated 
date quantity 

101 garden topsoil CBM tile pieces post-1850 4 
101 garden topsoil pottery various modern sherds post-1850 2 
102 orange-brown sandy subsoil CBM brick and tile pieces post-1850 11 
102 orange-brown sandy subsoil cinders coal cinders? undated 2 

102 orange-brown sandy subsoil 
clay 
pipe tobacco pipe stem remnant post-1800 1 

102 orange-brown sandy subsoil coal coal piece undated 1 
102 orange-brown sandy subsoil flint struck/worked flint Meso-BA 1 
102 orange-brown sandy subsoil glass various clear glass post-1850 3 
102 orange-brown sandy subsoil pottery various modern sherds post-1850 9 

102 orange-brown sandy subsoil pottery 
Sandy Grey & reduced 
Wares Medi 3 

103 spread layer CBM brick and tile pieces post-1850 5 
103 spread layer cinders coal cinders? undated 2 
103 spread layer pottery various modern sherds post-1850 3 
104 spread layer CBM brick and tile pieces post-1850 8 
104 spread layer glass green piece (bottle?) post-1900 1 
104 spread layer glass various clear glass post-1900 1 
104 spread layer pottery various modern sherds post-1850 2 

104 spread layer pottery 
Sandy Grey & reduced 
Wares Medi 1 

104 spread layer slate roof slate remnant? post-1800 1 

Abbreviations used in this list: BA=Bronze Age, CBM= Ceramic Building Material (brick & tile), Medi=Medieval, Meso=Mesolithic 
A ‘?’ before any text indicates a high degree of uncertainty. A ‘?’ following any text indicates a degree of uncertainty. 



GAMROBTP1 
General description Orientation N/A 

Square pit located in rear garden of 43 Fairfield near to flower border 
on its eastern side. Weather warm, sunny. Some modern and a very 
few older finds. Land previously in use as an orchard. Two spreads 
recorded within subsoil. 

Depth (m) 0.5 

Width (m) 1 
Length (m) 1 

Contexts 
context 
no type Width 

(m) Depth (m) comment finds date 

101 Layer 1 0.11 Topsoil CBM, charcoal, 
modern pottery 9th/10th July, 2016 

102 Layer 1 0.39
Subsoil 
(not fully 
excavated) 

CBM, modern & older 
pottery,charcoal, coal, cinders, 

worked flint, clay tobacco 
pipe, modern glass 

9th/10th July, 2016 

103 Layer c0.75 c.0.05 Spread CBM, charcoal, modern 
pottery, cinders 9th/10th July, 2016 

104 Layer c0.65 c.0.06 Spread 
CBM, charcoal, modern & 

older pottery, modern  glass, 
slate 

9th/10th July, 2016 

Appendix 2 - Test-pit description & Contexts



Appendix 3 - Photographs & Sections 

Figure 6: Looking north, surface of test-pit as excavation of context 4 begins (top left) and the same view after excavation, at the end of the dig (top right) 



Figure 7: South facing profile

Figure 8: North facing profile
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	Methodology
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	At the end of the excavation the pit was backfilled and the turf replaced, lightly watered and tamped into place. Finds were securely stored at the home of a GamArch member where they were later sorted, analysed and identified. A report of the excavat...
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	The test-pit was excavated to a maximum depth of 50cm below the turf but did not reach the natural. Excavation ceased due to time constraints and a shortage of volunteers.
	The excavation records 0.11m of a black-brown loam garden topsoil (101) overlaying 0.39m of an orange-brown sandy subsoil (102) at the surface of which was a dark-brown silty soil (103) containing charcoal lumps and flecks. Context 103 extended patchi...
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	At site there were old apple trees between the dig and the western boundary and according to the owners the trees were part of the former orchard depicted on the OS maps. The orchard therefore expanded further west post-1947. The owners also relate th...
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